Berry College International Programs

What students are saying about
Scotland — University of Glasgow

Who this program is for

- Students who want an easy city experience and interaction with a huge variety of cultures
- Students prepared to be self-motivated and want to travel without an abundance of guidance.
- Those who want to go travel where English is a primary language
- Want to take classes Berry doesn't offer
- Science majors looking for a great anatomy program

Who this program is NOT for

- Less socially inclined
- Those who do not prefer city life
- Need a very structured environment
- Easily homesick
- Students who are easily affected by the weather or hate rain

Opportunities for Interaction with the Scottish

- Athletic contexts
- Scottish roommates
- Join the Christian Union or other clubs
- Attend ceilidhs—Gaelic dances where many Scots play music, dance, and socialize.
- Restaurants and Pubs
- Classes with local students
- Do something new each day

Money

- Students should take between $1,500—$2,000
- Larger withdrawals to eliminate international fees
- Public transport cost more than I’d budgeted for.
- ATM/Debit card, cash. Credit. A currency card does not have transaction fees.

Other interesting information

- The cars drive on the left side of the road
- The weather can get bad, but the people are quite nice. I gained more self-reliance and planning skills.”
- “I have a stronger appreciation for culture and much better traveling knowledge.”
- “I learned how to interact in a brand new culture.”
- I wrote and performed a few pieces of poetry at one of the student union’s poetry nights.